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Race Briefing:  Versatile Homes and Buildings Quadrathon  

Date: Sunday 14 May 

Race Director: Mark Grammer 021 533 635 

Traffic Control: Lance Spencer 021 454 348 

8.30am Registration 

9.30 am Race Briefing 

10.00am Race Start (Quadrathon and Open water swim start same time) 

Swim 

We recommend that you wear a swimming wetsuit and brightly coloured cap. The Coastguard and 

two safety kayakers will be in attendance. If you feel that you are in difficulty, then make it known by 

putting your hand in the air.  

The swim will start at 10am from the western side of the Waikawa jetty. There will be two short 

blasts of the hooter with 5 mins to go. A long blast to start.  

Swim west to two buoys that are near the marina breakwater.  Swim anti clockwise around the buoys 

and back towards the start/finish.  Quadrathon individuals and 800m swimmers will swim one lap 

and exit the swim at the concrete steps situated between the jetty and the yacht club. Your time will 

be taken at the top of the steps. Team kayakers need to waiting at the top of the stairs. 

For those swimming the 2400m (3laps) you will round a buoy close to the steps and head back to the 

far end of the course. Your time will be taken at the top of the steps when you exit the water at the 

end of lap three.   

If you are in a team AND intending to complete the 2400m swim then you must exit the water on the 

first lap and tag your kayaker on the steps, and give your number to the time keeper.  A suitable 

deduction will be made from your time to allow for this.  

If you want to be included in the Open Water results for the 800m, please make that known at 

registration.  

Kayak 

You must wear a safety approved life jacket and be a competent paddler. In windy conditions, 

paddling in Queen Charlotte Sound can be very challenging. We recommend that you stay close to 

the shoreline at all times. 

Unlike previous years, team kayakers will not start in the kayakers. They will tag their swimmer at the 

end of the swim and make their way to their kayak which can be in the water waiting.  

The kayak starts from Waikawa Bay foreshore, paddle to Whatamango Bay keeping the shoreline on 

your true right all the way there. Once you have rounded Karaka point keep going all the way to the 

end of the bay near the small DOC camp ground. There will be a big orange marker buoy that 

competitors must go around, then head back to Waikawa via the same route.  
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Cycle 

The roads are open. Anyone seen not obeying the road rules will be disqualified. Any marshalls on 

course will not stop traffic. 

The cycle is non-drafting. Please respect the efforts of other competitors by adhering to this.  

The cycle leaves the car park transition at Waikawa bay and heads directly towards Picton. The exit 

from the car park may be dangerous, so be sure to look both ways before turning right. Turn left off 

Waikawa Road just before the Picton township onto Wellington Street which goes up hill for two 

hundred meters before turning right into Broadway Street. At the end of this short street 

competitors turn left onto State highway 1. Cyclists head to Tuamarina and turn left here onto 

Pembers Road carrying on to Rarangi Road. The cycle transition is near the Monkey Bay car park at 

the northern end of Rarangi beach. 

Run 

From the transition, runners head up the walking track onto Port Underwood Road, then run along 

the right hand road verge for approximately 500 meters, then back onto the track that leads to 

Whites Bay. Run through the Whites Bay reserve and on to Black Jack track which heads up hill in a 

loop before returning to Whites Bay finishing on the grass next to the Surf Life Saving club rooms. 

If you pull out of the race at any stage, please make a marshall or timekeeper aware, so that we don’t 

go looking for you.  

Prize giving 

Prize giving will be at the Whites Bay reserve following the last competitor to finish.  

 

 


